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Mark schemes

(a)     sulfur dioxide

accept SO2
1

1

(b)     (i)      curved line of best fit between the 4 non-anomalous points
1

(ii)     temperature was lower (than 40 °C)

accept student missed the moment when the cross disappeared

accept smaller volume of acid or acid more dilute
1

(iii)     0.005 or 1/200

correct answer with or without working gains 2 marks

if answer incorrect, allow 1 mark for 0.32 / 64
2

(iv)     The particles move faster.
1

The particles collide with more energy.
1

(v)     activation
1

[8]
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(a)     Level 3 (5–6 marks):
A coherent method is described with relevant detail, which demonstrates a broad
understanding of the relevant scientific techniques and procedures. The steps in the
method are logically ordered with the dependent and control variables correctly identified.
The method would lead to the production of valid results.

Level 2 (3–4 marks):
The bulk of a method is described with mostly relevant detail, which demonstrates a
reasonable understanding of the relevant scientific techniques and procedures. The
method may not be in a completely logical sequence and may be missing some detail.

Level 1 (1–2 marks):
Simple statements are made which demonstrate some understanding of some of the
relevant scientific techniques and procedures. The response may lack a logical structure
and would not lead to the production of valid results.

0 marks:
No relevant content

Indicative content
•        remove bung and add magnesium
•        start stopclock / timer
•        measure volume of gas at fixed time intervals
•        repeat with different concentrations of acid
•        control volume of acid
•        control initial temperature of acid
•        control amount / mass / length / particle size of magnesium

6

2

(b)     6.5 cm3

1

(c)     all points plotted correctly

allow 1 mark for 4 points plotted correctly
2

best fit straight line drawn
1

(d)     when the concentration of acid increased the rate of reaction increased or vice versa

answer must use the terms ‘rate of reaction’ linked to
‘concentration’

1

[11]
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(a)     (i)      the higher the temperature, the greater the rate
or
at 40 °C rate is faster than at 20 °C

accept the higher the temperature, the faster the reaction
1

(ii)     40 °C curve is steeper

accept the 40 °C line becomes horizontal sooner

accept at higher temperatures the reaction finishes sooner

accept reaction finishes sooner at 40 °C

accept at higher temperatures the gas is produced faster
or
correct comparison of data from the graph

1

(iii)    2
1

3

(b)     (i)      Concentration of acid
Mass of marble chips

2

(ii)     increases rate

incorrect reference to energy = max 1
1

(because of) more frequent collisions (between particles)

accept particles are more likely to collide

ignore more collisions

ignore more successful collisions
1

(c)     any one from:
•        increases rate of reaction
•        reduces energy required
•        lower temperature can be used
•        catalyst is not used up.

1

[8]

(a)     sulfur / sulphur / S / S(s)
1

(b)     as the temperature increases, the rate of reaction increases

allow two correct values for rate quoted (from graph) at different
temperatures

1

the rate of increase increases or there is an exponential relationship

accept the rate of reaction increases slowly (from 20 °C to 50 °C)
then increases more rapidly for 2 marks

answer MUST be based on rate / speed of reaction
1

4
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(c)     (i)      any two from:
•        temperature (of the reactants)
•        concentration of hydrochloric acid
•        volume of hydrochloric acid
•        volume of sodium thiosulfate
•        the (size / darkness / thickness of the) cross
•        total volume of solution.

if no other marks gained, allow 1 mark for:

rate of stirring

OR

amount of hydrochloric acid / sodium thiosulfate

OR

volume of solution
2

(ii)     (because as the concentration increases) the number of particles per unit
volume increases or particles are closer together.

idea of more particles in a given space is required for the first mark.

ignore references to area.
1

(therefore) the frequency of (successful) collisions increases

allow increased chance / probability of collisions

number of collisions increases is insufficient here.

must mention per unit time or frequency.

ignore speed of collisions.

if reference to space and time missing from M1 and M2 but they are
otherwise correct, then award 1 mark.

1

so the number of particles (per unit volume) doubles or (the frequency of)
collisions doubles.

students can score 2 marks for a qualitative explanation; the third
mark is for a quantitative explanation.

1

[8]

(a)    because sulfur / S forms
15

which is insoluble / a solid / a precipitate
1

(b)     (i)      32

correct answer with or without working gains 2 marks

accept evidence of 31 + 33 / 2 for 1 mark

allow 35 for 1 mark
2
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(ii)     reaction rate increases

if incorrect reference to energy = max 2
1

because of more particles (per unit volume)

allow because particles are closer together
1

and because there is an increase in frequency of collisions

accept because particles are more likely to collide or higher chance
of collision

ignore more (successful) collisions
1

[7]

(a)     sulfur (is produced)
1

(which is) a solid/precipitate
1

6

(b)     sulfur dioxide is produced

allow ‘a gas is produced’
1

(which) escapes from the flask
1

(c)     any one from:
•        thicker cross
•        lower temperature of reactants
•        lower concentration of sodium thiosulfate solution

1

(d)     calculation to show the effect of doubling concentration on time, eg 0.2 mol/dm3 to 0.4
mol/dm3 is 2.4 × times smaller
or
calculation of 2 products, eg: 0.1 × 215 = 21.5 0.4 × 33 = 13.2

allow 2 marks for a calculation that shows the expected time for
double the concentration

allow 1 mark for recognising that comparing doubling of one
quantity to halving of another is needed

allow 1 mark for one product calculated
2

(therefore) when concentration doubles time does not halve so the student is not correct
or
(therefore) product of concentration and time is not constant so the student is not correct

1
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(e)     valid method to increase temperature above room temperature

water bath or Bunsen burner
1

method to decrease temperature below room temperature

ice bath or place in fridge
1

measure temperature (with a thermometer)
1

use same concentration
1

[12]

(a)     small molecules
17

with weak intermolecular forces
1

(so) only a small amount of energy is needed to separate the molecules

any reference to bonds being weak or being broken negates the
second and third mark unless they are stated to be intermolecular
bonds or bonds between molecules

1

(b)     decreases
1

because the equilibrium shifts in the endothermic direction

allow reverse reaction favoured if forward reaction is exothermic
1

(c)     increases
1

because there are more molecules of gas on the left-hand side

or converse
1

[7]

(a)     x axis scale correct
18

y axis scale correct
1

all points plotted correctly

± ½ small square
1

curve correct, omitting the anomalous point
1
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(b)     relative formula mass of NH4NO3 = 14 + (4 × 1) + 14 + (3 × 16) = 80
1

mass of ammonium nitrate in 1 dm3 at 20 °C = 190 × 10 = 1 900 g
1

number of moles of ammonium nitrate in 1 900 g = 1 900 / 80 = 23.75 mol
1

(c)     small beads would dissolve slower than fine powder
1

because the surface area of the bead is less than fine powder
1

(d)     increasing the temperature at equilibrium will reduce the amount of ammonia produced
1

because the reaction is exothermic
1

increasing the pressure at equilibrium will increase the amount of ammonia produced
1

because the equilibrium will shift towards the smaller number of molecules in the equation
(which is ammonia)

1

[13]
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